Green Scavenger Hunt-Answer Sheet

How to determine the winner:

- 3 points for being the first group back
- 1 point for each question answered correctly
- 1 point for each correct picture
- 2 points for each bonus item

Tally the points and you have your winner!

1.) This type of light bulb uses only ¼ the energy of a regular incandescent, but shines just as bright! (hint, you may want to check your desk lamp to see if it has the right kind)

   - CFL light bulb

   Q: What is the name (or at least the abbreviation) of this type of light bulb?
   A: Compact Florescent Light bulb (CFL)

2.) Somewhere I can dispose of a bottle where I know it won’t end up in a landfill

   - red or yellow dorm recycling bins or any recycling bin also accepted.

   Q: UConn has single stream recycling, what does this mean?
   A: Any recyclable item can be put into any recycling bin. Glass, paper and plastic no longer need to be separated.
   - Lift the lid if the opening isn’t the right shape for what you are recycling and remember that any color recycling bin counts, so long as it’s not trash!

3.) If you turn the dial while standing underneath this low flow efficiency fixture you are sure to get wet!

   Q: How many gallons can be saved per minute by taking a shorter shower?
4.) This high efficiency appliance rumbles and rolls and makes lots of bubbles! You have it to thank for getting that stain out of your favorite t-shirt.

Q: Approximately what percentage of water can be saved by using this particular machine over traditional models?

A: (circle one)

a.) 5%

b.) 27%

c.) 40%

**Bonus Points-Campus features**

(no questions, just pictures)

5.) Bike road markings

6.) Green Roof-Gant plaza or Laurel Hall
7.) McMahon display

8.) Co-op Cares token bins

9.) New LEED buildings: Oak & Laurel (only Oak is pictured here)

10.) Whitney Dining Hall